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What is a Resume?
A resume, sometimes called a Curriculum Vitae (CV), introduces your name and contact
information, work experience, and education. A resume differs from a cover letter in that
it makes specific references to times and places where your effort contributed to an individual
or team accomplishment. The goal of a great resume is to introduce the stories from your career
where you met or exceeded expectations. Good resumes motivate the reader to arrange
an interview in order to understand your accomplishments in greater detail.
The format for conveying these experiences is cause-and-effect. “Accomplished [X] as measured
by [Y] by doing [Z].” That format comes directly from an article on LinkedIn by former Google
executive Laszlo Bock and includes an example for military service members at the bottom.
Consider all the measures of success in your job and all the ways you keep score. If it helps
to remember, break up the timeline of your career into six-month blocks and write down
personal and professional milestones that took place during that time period. Military evaluations
and awards are a good start but be careful to avoid simply transcribing them to your resume.
The tone and intent of those reviews are very different than a well-written resume. In addition
to accurately describing your job in a clear and concise manner, think carefully about your top
two or three accomplishments.
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Our team has put together several resume templates that are available in your candidate
profile and on the website. Each of these samples covers a career discipline or position type
where we usually succeed in placing military candidates. You may find it beneficial to work
from multiple templates and create a variety of resumes for different positions if you haven’t
decided exactly what you want to pursue, or if you know you’re going to pursue multiple
career types during your transition. The goal is to make things simple, so you don’t have
to stress about building the document, just fill in your relevant accomplishments.

Preparing Your Resume

Getting Started

Format
Resumes benefit by following a standard format, so the reader doesn’t struggle
to immediately find what they’re looking for on the page:
■

Name and contact info

■

Objective or introductory statement
Experience, in reverse chronological order
Education/Training

■
■

The Experience section is the most important, it tells a unique story about your career.
Don’t bury the lead by adding unnecessary material above your Experience; long-winded
objectives that repeat what your cover letter or your recruiter already told the client simply
push the most valuable part of your background down the page and away from the reader’s
first impression. As is the case with most professional writing, more is not better. Focus on
really capturing your Experience, the rest is often just fluff.
There are a few elements specific to military service that go beyond that simple format and
that you might consider including if you’re transitioning from Active Duty for the first time:
■
■
■
■

Specialized technical schools you attended to learn a trade
Collateral duties other than your primary role
Unit or Command-level commendations
Certifications or specialized watch stations that relate directly to your desired civilian path

This will differ slightly depending on your background and your desired career after the
military. While most of the jobs our firm represents will correlate strongly to what you did in
uniform, many will rely on the intangibles of discipline and service and not link directly to
a school or MOS code you possess. In these cases, your resume can shift to call out more
personal accomplishments, rankings relative to peers, and reflect other credentials and
experience that show merit.
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When you begin writing down your responsibilities, put them in terms that civilian hiring
authorities are likely to understand. “Commanded an Infantry company” is not as effective as,
“Led 240 multi-functional soldiers in the maintenance and safe operation of $20M worth
of weapons and transportation equipment.” Try to avoid using little known military-specific
acronyms and jargon and use plain language to describe military-specific equipment, systems,
and programs. It is especially important to write to your level of experience. A CEO doesn’t
need to mention his or her ability to file paperwork, while a recent college grad probably hasn’t
orchestrated multi-million-dollar projects.
Remember, an employer is looking for indicators that a candidate has a track record
of success. Read your resume from the employer’s point of view:
■

Is there evidence of above-average performance indicated, are results quantifiable?

Are you explaining what you did and how it made an impact on the organizations’
productivity, efficiency, and/or service objectives?

■

Remember that the private sector is to a large extent bottom-line and profits/savings-driven.
Companies want to know that you can make an impact by saving time, increasing efficiency
(by training people, performing quality assurance, re-engineering processes, etc.) and succeed
in doing more with less.
Because the military is mission-oriented, relaying the fact that you have previously impacted
profits can be tricky. But the military is a customer service-oriented organization in that each
unit usually works to support/compliment another. You have probably improved operational
efficiency, expanded an organization’s production capabilities and enhanced customer service
- all accomplishments that typically drive profits in the corporate world.
Understand that this is an important tone for your resume to possess. Under your responsibilities, put up to three bulleted accomplishments and if listing rankings, consider only listing
those where you were ranked number one or number two.
When formulating accomplishments, aim to state the impact of your actions first when applicable (e.g., “Saved $250K in maintenance costs…”) then follow it with the specific action (e.g.,
“…by creating a parts refurbishment and reclamation program…”).

Education and Training
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Degree you earned
Institution you attended
Location of the institution
Timeframe you attended college
Add your GPA if it was 3.0 or higher
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Your education section should cover the following items (you can adjust the order of degree
and institution):

Only include applicable training and certification listings. Weapons and tactics training
are not of interest to most civilian hiring authorities. If you do not have any applicable training, there is no need to have a training section on your resume. If your training section
is relatively brief, it can be rolled into the education section.

Preparing Your Resume

If you are a graduate of a Service Academy but your degree isn’t in a hard engineering
discipline (e.g., Electrical Engineering), list “General Engineering Core Curriculum”
in addition to your major, for example, “B.S. Computer Science (General Engineering
Core Curriculum)”. Your education section should not include High School.

In some cases, it is beneficial to flesh out a training or certification title. “Completed Signal
Officer Advanced Course” is not self-explanatory. To make the Signal Officer Advanced
Course add value to your resume, explain the curriculum. If you have several such schools
that build on each other, or that are closely related (e.g., Surface Warfare Officer and Engineering Watch Officer Schools), you can combine or list the most advanced course.

Final Thoughts on Resumes
Your resume should be one to two pages. For careers shorter than 10 years a one-page
resume is preferred, but if your resume does exceed one page, make sure to fill at least
half of the second.

■

More is not always better! This document should be a concise snapshot of where you
have been and what you have done.

■

Use no less than 10-point type and ½” margins when formatting your resume. Use an
easy to read font such as Arial, Calibri, or Garamond. Hiring authorities do not want a
resume that is too long or that is hard to read, don’t use formatting tricks to avoid making
hard choices about what to cut if your resume is too long.

■

Make sure that you are paying attention to the smallest details as they often make the
biggest difference. List numbers consistently. If you are going to spell out numbers less
than 10, do it throughout the resume. List monetary figures consistently, etc. Ask a friend
to proofread your resume for spelling and grammatical errors.

■

Use present tense for positions currently held and past tense for previous roles. Led is
the past tense of leadership; lead is a toxic metal, or the present tense of leadership.
■

4

Try to avoid the use of military specific acronyms. The reviewer does not have the time
to refer to previous sections for an acronym’s meaning. Strive to replace military specific
systems with plain language descriptors. Your resume should read as if you were speaking
to your grandparents. Unless specific systems or platform designations are being included
for a government role or contract position, it is okay to leave them out. Remember that the goal
is to demonstrate a cause-and-effect relationship between your actions and team success.
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Preparing Your Resume

The resume is only one part of the hiring process and can be defined as an advertisement
for individuals. It is meant to entice. It should not be a laundry list of duties. Do not try to include every detail on your resume. During the interview process, you will be able to further
describe the details of your career if relevant to the position for which you are interviewing.

■

If you have eight or more years of military experience, you should combine some of your
early experience into one summarized section and focus on your most recent experience.
The first five to eight years of a military career usually follows a trajectory designed to create
the foundation of what you’re doing currently. For most roles, the most 18 recent months
of your work history is the most important, don’t get lost in the details from 15+ years ago.

■

It is critical that your email address be a professional. It is also very helpful if it’s on a recognized email platform like Gmail or Yahoo Mail as this reduces the odds of unpredictable email
delivery from the client’s side due to spam filters or inbox rules.

■

Similarly, your voicemail message should be professional in tone and content. Potential employers may have the need to contact you at home and you will want to use this opportunity
to deliver a positive impression, even with your voicemail message.
■

Review and Use Your Resume
■

Attend a resume webinar to learn about industry best practices, mil-to-civ translation, and to
ask questions specific to your background and how to best write about it in your resume.

load to your BMi profile to improve our matching capabilities and streamline the process of
moving from selection to interview. No resume, no interview!

■

Practice talking about your resume. Memorize it as best you can and rehearse it aloud during
your commute, in front of the mirror, or into your cellphone camera. you should be the subject
matter expert on the contents of your resume, it is the foundation of your interview strategy
and the stories you will perfect in the next module.

■

Up Next
■

Interview preparation
Succeeding in person
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